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ABSTRACT 
 
 For development of  tourism, clearly culture problem is very important. Old and ancient works of every 
country show special culture of same country and consist of values about that land and characteristics of people 
in that country. This works has many spiritual values for that tribe specially and has many attractions for other 
publically and such things can attracts others to visit and distinguish of that attraction. Culture is spiritual, 
artistic and scientific that those recognition has a extensive effect in tribes development and different 
communities and usually it’s a main tools for that tourist that love visit such tribe culture from near. Only way 
that can near cultures to each other is make enemies to friendship this big art of tourism made by travel. 
Individuals are agent of different cultures and relations of such people actually is relations of cultures that 
blessing and wealth of culture can be seen. Face to face relations should contain of all group. From big 
professors, students, unskill workers, and its now that public tourism is in the shape an achievement and 
emergency.  
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Introduction 
 
 People of a country also have common cultural 
agreement at attain to the public consensus. Different 
origins of economic in the country, can make 
different groups of cultures. This seperation of 
culture development ability of a society. By the 
increase of cultural tourism in the county, put 
different group in the mental- affection link cultural 
values of other countries such as: continence, 
resistance, patience, kindness by the face to face 
contact should teach to gory peoples (teenager) of 
every country to enjoy background of youth rest  and 
also increase social and cultural levels of  youth.  
 About culture relation with tourism there is two 
important point, one is public culture the other is 
individuality culture.  
 Public culture can be made by countinues  
revelution of thin tings  and public development of a 
society, for continuous  revolution of holy place and 
warship place begin from the troglodytic period and 
it continue till build of the mosque and church or in 
the music field from the build musical instrument 
them to big symphonic orchestra. 
 In the other hand researcher tourism from the 
mental made a good attention the sequence and 
complete of different works in the different periods.  

 This attention about the cultural evolution of 
every country not include only to date and past time 
of that countries, actually some things that happened 
now in the country, also is s factor for attract of 
tourism and here cultural, social, artistic phenol me 
has special view for tourism culture and tourism 
relation only isn’t in people and objects and kind of 
culture and  old  works, but also consisted of kind of 
relation from the culture development view between 
the countries. 
 Hold different artistic festivals and international 
exhibit, seminars, cultural conferences by the tourism 
organization, clearly show the relation of culture and 
tourism.  
 Teaching also in the tourism topic has a crucial 
and important rule that from that rule we can point to 
cultural and education and trips and transfer the 
students to the different country. Also other  kind of 
culture relation with tourism. Other important point  
is  religions affairs that is trip motivation of people to 
the different place of the world.  
 For the catholic christion of Rome city, mecca 
and medina muslems and other religions also there is 
separate holy place that ore very blessed and it attract 
muslims. Center and political power symbol of 
present and past periods and something that is related 
to the political situations of the country, parks and 
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place of past sultans such as dish pose of national 
and religions celebrations and similar accidents, can 
attract all of the tourism  from the all over the word 
to a special country.  
 Architecture, sculpture, painting, music and Is 
from the main factors that tourism to pay attention to, 
because such arts are fields of public culture that 
show different situations of the people in the present 
and past tense.  
 Cultural tourism is the expression of the 
dynamic interaction that exists between tourism and 

cultural heritage.tourism has the ability to take on 
board the economic characteristics of the cultural 
heritage and use these for the conversation of that 
heritage through generating funding,public 
awareness-raising of the value of the heritage and 
influencing public  policy.furthermore,the growing 
economic and social significance of the cultural 
environment places new demands on environmental 
policy for preservation and promotion of cultural 
heritage. 

 
Chart number 1: Tourism rank and income of 20 countries. 

rank country Tourism income(USD) Percent changes 
Countries portion in tourism 

market 
1 American 74240 1/3 16/7 
2 Italy 30427 2/4 6/8 
3 France 29700 6 6/7 
4 Spain 29585 11 6/7 
5 England 21295 6/3 4/8 
6 Germany 16840 2 3/8 
7 China125003/52/8 
8 Austria 12164 1/8 2/7 
9 Canada91334/12/1 
10 Australi 8575 5 1/9 
11 Poland 8400 3/2 1/9 
12 Turkey 8300 2/6 1/9 
13 Switzerland 8208 3/9 1/8 
14 Mexico 7850 3/4 1/8 
15 Hong kong 7114 23 1/6 
16 Russia710731/6 
17 Sangapor 6501 5 1/5 
18 Tailand 6392 9/3 1/4 
19 Netherland 5749 7/6 1/3 
20 Korea 5700 11/4 1/3 

Source:World tourism organization,2010 

 
 Cultural tourism is an important factor in many 
local, national and regional economics and one that 
can play an important role in development if well 
managed. It is, however, very much a question of 
how well cultural tourism is managed whether these 
benefits are realized or the physical character, 
integrity and significant characteristics of the cultural 
heritage resource-base are degraded through its 
development. If well managed, cultural tourism 
should benefit local communities and provide an 
important means and motivation for them to care for 
and maintain their heritage and cultural practices. It 
can also have the positive effect of up-grading 

underused or deteriorating local resource and leading 
to the culture revitalization of historic towns and 
cities,thus improving local amenity for both visitors 
and the host community [1]. According to the 
convention, the intangible cultural heritage is a 
mainspring of cultural diversity and a guarantee of 
sustainable development [12]. Tourism appears to be 
a prime mechanism by which cultural influences are 
diffused [3]. The products of the cultural tourism are 
not like those of the other industries.the cultural 
tourism should be managed under the consideration 
of political, marketing, organizational and 
managerial techniques to site management [2]. 

 
Chart number 2: The number of tourist between 195o and 2010. 

rank year Growth percent 
1 1950 25/3 
2 1960 69/3 
3 1970 165/8 
4 1980 286/3 
5 1990 459/2 
6 20006902 
7 2010 10000 

 
Cultural effects of circulation (Movement):  
 
 Until a country culture hasn’t any attraction, 
therefore it hasn’t public culture and this is when 
different advertisement and facility in the relations 

increased the communication, satellite and trans 
mission networks in a short time, people to be placed 
in the ordinary affairs of the word and also he/ she is 
able that travel to the world in the short personal and 
cultures and if we want to be useful in this cultural 
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economic, we should advertise and capitalize an 
some things that ancients remain for us, till cultural 
development attain to the great income grade. Its 
clear that for creatiny the satisfaction of the 
circulalations we should care about the natural 
feeling, because that [8]. 
 If tourism needs (request) cant be complete, 
therefore their reaction get returned. Then the 
cultural exchange to be impossible cultural 
attractions. 
 Cultural attractions each country is extract of 
virtual and physical achievement national belief, 

religion, and ceremonies manner that lands. And this 
attractions in manifest in place that is constant and 
representative cultural values cultural place observers 
generally and museums specially, from each class or 
nationality view cultural words in old era and 
understand virtual history understand infer cultural. 
Trades spontaneously and how make civilization and 
science and human tactics and undoubted this subject 
in development international agreements and 
emotions purification and preservation word peace is 
very useful and effective [7]. 

 
Chart number 3: Ountries income from tourism in 2002. 

rank country Incom Global percent 
1 American 66/5 14 
2 Spain 33/6 7/1 
3 France 32/3 6/8 
4 Italy 26/9 5/7 
5 China 20/4 4/3 
6 Germany 19/2 4 
7 England 17/8 3/8 
8 Austria11/22/4 
9 Hong kong 10/1 2/1 
10 Greec 9/7 2/1 
11 Canada 9/7 2/0 
12 Turkey 9 1/9 
13 Mexico 8/9 1/9 
14 Australi 8/1 1/8 
15 Tailand7/91/7 
16 Nether land 7/7 1/6 

 

Cultural and development of tourism industry: 
 
 Today, one of the tourist attractions agents to 
place of visit is cultural agent. That if its different 
from tourist cultural, in fact this different due to 
make motivation and generate tripe intention in 
persons.  
 Iran is country with luxorious climatic diversity 
and have four seasons in each of the season of years, 
there is suitable regain for tourism industry 
development also in cultural dimension, there is 
combine of multi cultures and subsistence diverty of 
course its  source one of oldest human cultures and 
toward continentiol and geograoh charactenstic in 
duration history, it considerd as culture melting oven 
if united nation educational seientific and cultural 
organization,That we see from foreigns assessment 
toward to Iran’s, extract from our culture and 
civilization and can use for tourism industry 
development. Today cultural tourism percent toward 
to another dimension is not low despite of much 
obstacle and problems that obtain this culture on 
Iranian society in relation with tourism industry 
development such as Islamic. Italy country and to 
some extent france are as clear example of cultural 
tourism in today word person millions and they are 
share togh ther in a religion rule, fechnolog, but what 
that separate them. Its culture here, cultures 
recognition has special important white tourism 
industry. 

 The first we should be infer/ aware from familar 
or ourself culture and then another society.  
 That we goal of tourism exchange many of 
connoiseurs have this be lifer angone that do not 
recognitioze familiar or his/ culture, he/she is unable 
from recognition of another cultures. 
 Should be pertaining to stereoscope event and 
particularity to other behavior.  
 Here cultural relativism introduce that is related 
to beliefs, manners of other tribes in frame work of 
their culture and our culture because our intrinsic 
means construct for our cultures if we could see 
cultural difference with cultural relativism 
perspective, we would find this ability that look 
another culture. Whit open mind and put worth for 
human culture diver ties cultural relativism theory in 
cross individuals connections and development, of 
development of tourism industry is very important.      
 Its important, because advancement of tourism 
goals that should see with positive perspective our in 
cultural dimention and also by respect for our culture 
respect to other culture and avoid from cultural 
absdutism in this case. Can put societies as pattern 
that conduct with combine of multi- culture also, host 
or primitive culture that is govern culture, do his 
won. 
 Canada country introduce as interesting sample 
in this case.  
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Chart number 4: Tourism section from 2000 to 2010(GDP). 
Zone Bilion USD Total percent Bilion USD Total percent Yearly Growth 
North 

American 
1216/2 11/2 2125/6 12/2 3/8 

United 
Uroupa 

1176/1 12/6 2112/2 13/5 3/1 

North Asia 610/8 9/0 1118/7 9/6 4/7 
Latin 

American 
96/7 7/6 187/1 8/2 5/1 

West Uroupe 85/4 13/1 164/9 14/6 4/3 
South east asia 84/5 9/1 220/9 11/0 7/5 

Center and 
East uroupe 

79/7 9/5 158/8 9/8 4/4 

Ocean 69/4 13/6 136/8 14/0 4/0 
Middle east 55/3 8/3 136/2 9/2 5/5 
South asia 28/1 5/0 74/3 5/6 7/8 

Asian desert 26/1 7/2 61/1 9/6 7/4 
North africa 23/9 7/5 51/5 8/5 5/8 

 

 Now, we have belief that multi cultural 
introduce type of patriotic generally. Tourism 
industry and its collegues need such thought to could 
arrive to their goals. Because patriotic come from 
slogan this industry another belief its that culture also 
like another components and physical elements is 
national authority productive and efficient 
phenomenon in countries interact relation.             
 In this  case in same belief have to exchange 
culture products and even know. Its as technology 
prodctive and its product namely same technology 
know impartial toword moral and politic. Namely 
culture technology could provides instruments that 
are free from local valuable systems and that is more 
than person privative benefits. And the fourth that’s 
the culture make constancy and stability in social 
system and generally the culture could connect joint 
organization components by suitable standard the 
culture consider as control agent that cause cons tract 
formation with views and behaviors. 
 The culture and tourism in accordance with 
levels have interact relation, too. The culture patterns 
of a soceity effect on citizen and their tendency 
ability to trip/ travel.  
 The culture due to make motivation for out 
border travels and determine method and from of this 
trip.   
 
Cultural Heritage and Cultural Tourism: 
 
Cultural heritage as a resource:  
 
 Heritage is abroad concept that the convers the 
natural as well as the cultural environment and 
encompasses landscapes,historic places,sites and 
built environments, cultural practices and 
knowledge.It also forms part of the common heritage 
of humankind and as such,belongs in the broadest 
sense to all people. This plasces an obligation on all 
governments to safeguard and preserve this heritage 
as far as possible,for example by ensuring that 
tourism development based on the cultural and 
naturar heritage resource-base has as little negative 
impact on it as possible.one primary goal of heritage 

management is the raising of public awareness of its 
significance and the promption of the need for its 
conservation, both to visitors and the host 
community. This is a duty that can be plased on those 
who are involved in the marketing and selling of 
cultural tourism destinations. 
 Culture and cultural heritage have therefore 
become major forces in economic revitalization in 
urban areas with an historic fabric and potentially for 
rural areas surrounding sites of cultural significance. 
Cultural heritage has a value for contemporary use 
witch can further local development. Stimulate 
traditional local activities and develop new ones.It 
can also contribute towards the economic revival of 
regions and cities through the income generated by 
cultural tourism.However, it is important that the 
fabric of cultural heritage be sustainably managed 
and that, as far as possible, traditional uses for 
historic buildings be maintained [1]. 
 
Results: 
 
 Since in a lot of society,cultural development is 
known as one of the purpose in the development of 
tourism industry so by increasing cultural motivation 
in an attractive are we can omit mainly existing 
obstacles. 
 For these reasons policy-makers must be made 
aware of the potential negative as well as positive 
impacts of tourism development in other to find ways 
of minimizing the former and maximizing the 
later.such positive and negative impacts may be as 
follows: 
Potential positive impacts of tourism include: 
Enhanced service and amenities in the area. 
Increased expenditure for the conversation of sites 
visited. 
New employment opportunities. 
Provision of local training. 
The maintenance of local communities. 
Providing a market for local traditional products and 
industries. 
Broadened culture experience through intercultural 
impact. 
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Greater awareness(on both sites)of value of cultural 
diversity. 
Possible negative impacts might be: 
Increased pressure on services and the possible 
reduction of amenity as a result. 
Site-use conflicts over cultural,environmental and 
economic issues. 
Conflict over preservation and access. 
raised cost of living and displacement of the 
traditional local residents. 
Cultural drift and the commodification or distortion 
of traditional crafts,performances products,and other 
culture manifestation. 
Undermining local traditions and ways of life. 
Regional disparities between more and less 
successful regions. 
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